Discovery. It means different things to different people. It rarely happens quickly. More often, it involves peeling away layers of meaning to discover a hidden essence. Even with a revelation, discovery resembles sculpting; refining the revelation to reveal its essence. Slavic medieval manuscripts, appearing at first glance to be poor orphans, have revealed themselves to be giants of human dignity. They represent the survival through unimaginable sufferings of marginalized people during truly evil times.
Introduction
Discovery. It means different things to different people. It rarely happens quickly. More often, it involves peeling away layers of meaning to discover a hidden essence. Even with a revelation, discovery resembles sculpting; refining the revelation to reveal its essence. Slavic medieval manuscripts, appearing at first glance to be poor orphans, have revealed themselves to be giants of human dignity. They represent the survival through unimaginable sufferings of marginalized people during truly evil times.
Access to these Slavic manuscripts, however, presents unique problems to the scholar.
Western institutions tend to marginalize Slavic manuscripts. I believe this marginalization comes from the poor condition of many manuscripts and because of misconceptions about their intellectual value. Only recently has inter-disciplinary interest expanded manuscript research beyond previous boundaries through the technologies of information science and the viewpoints of literary criticism, historiography, and hypertext theory.
I describe here my discovery of the cultural heritage of Slavic manuscripts and my application of interdisciplinary theoretical frameworks to them. I also describe efforts to preserve and provide access to these artifacts through conventional conservation techniques and through electronic publishing.
HACI in 1997. The National Archeographic Commission finished the first volume of the HACI catalog in 2009 (Hristova, Mussakova, Uzunova, 2009) . In other words, scholars steadily but slowly are cataloging Slavic manuscripts.
Cleaning the Dust of Time
We often assume that medieval manuscripts occupy magnificent institutions and are treated like royalty. This Western dream, however, does not extend to Eastern Europe, where thousands of medieval manuscripts remain hidden away.
Words cannot express the tragedy of those disintegrating treasures The manuscripts appeared to me like little orphans, covered with dust, pierced by insects, dismembered and stripped of their precious covers. My preservation assessment of HACI in 2001 (NikolovaHouston, 2001 ) determined that almost 60% of them required urgent care due to damage and aging. Seventy three percent of the manuscripts required special care.
I created a database containing descriptive and preservation data for each manuscript.
Then, I digitized a few and created the Website "Slavic medieval treasures from Bulgaria." The Website and published reports spurred funding from the Order of Saint Ignatius (an Eastern Orthodox Charity Organization) and a large private donation from Julia Bolton Holloway of 
Building the Virtual Scriptorium
In 2000, the Internet contained no Websites with images of Slavic manuscripts (Nikolova-Houston, 2001 ), but only a handful of "Webliographies" of links to other sites and institutions, online catalogs, academic programs, and personal Web pages (e.g., Zubrinic, 1995) .
Slavic scholars grieved about this lack of resources on the Web and yet largely dismissed the Internet as a research tool or repository of images (Dobreva, 2003) . Some complained about lack of consensus about standards of electronic cataloging, transliteration, and digitization (Dobreva, 2003) . Others complained about obsolete data formats, linguistic difficulties, and lack of financial support for digitizing manuscripts and resolving copyright issues. Some blamed the wide variety of computer hardware and software (Miletnova, 2002) . In addition to the After renovating the HACI, I surveyed the need for digitization. I surveyed scholars, analyzed the HACI user log, and consulted with the director. All scholars previously and currently working with the collection agreed that some manuscripts, including the parchment manuscripts, the Greek collection, the most endangered, and the most used, should receive priority for digitization. Seven of twelve scholars interviewed would work with an electronic copy, and five would accept a digital copy on paper (Hazen, Horrell, and Merill-Oldham, 1998, 7) . I decided to digitize.
My "virtual scriptorium" started with seven CDs of digital manuscript images (e.g., empower workers by involving them in the design of tools and artifacts. PD draws on the "tacit knowledge" of workers, that is, the implicit or unarticulated knowledge learned and transmitted through experience and apprenticeship. PD resembles user-centered design, but PD is design by users, while user-centered design is design for users (Iivari, 2004, 287 
Mining the Marginalia
Historians traditionally focus on great battles and grand personalities. We should not blame them. Such documents are easy to find. The "grass roots" history hides in obscure locations, such as the margins of books and manuscripts, as in Figure 10 . Even historians who study marginalia have neglected evidence from the Slavic East due to the multiple barriers of historical, religious, linguistic and cultural differences. Amen.
I studied marginalia from the Balkan provinces of the Ottoman Empire. The Ottomans deprived the non-Islamic portion of this population of some rights, such as equitable taxation, the right to raise first-born male children, the right to worship openly, and the right to an education. 
VISIBILITY OF SLAVIC MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS
The Ottomans also banned the printing press for centuries and created prohibitive prices for paper and writing implements. As a result, extremely few books and manuscripts circulated in the Balkans. The Orthodox Church played a formative role in countering such strictures. This was a story of words not uttered in public, of the yearning for knowledge not available, of words written and hidden in silence, a story of desperation. As related in Načev & Fermandžiev (1984, 67) :
"In the year of 1598, there was such sadness and despair…and the Turks arose… Oh! My goodness! What sadness the earth has suffered through! They burned down villages and towns, many churches left desolated, stole holy icons and many people were dragged naked on the ground, some killed by sword, others shot. And no place was left where dead people did not lie -hills, valleys, mountain tops, meadows, everything was covered with dead bodies. And it was a great desolation in this land."
Another example appears in Figure 11 : VISIBILITY OF SLAVIC MEDIEVAL MANUSCRIPTS availability of materials. Gold came with luxury that only royalty and nobility could afford, and few Christian royalty and nobility survived under Ottoman rule. As a result, Slavic manuscripts produced during the Ottoman rule appear rough, naive, and less illuminated than Western manuscripts of the time. Some decorations remained blank, waiting for gold or pigments. When I copied these, I felt that I should fulfill the scribal intent by adding the gold and pigments.
Following the medieval scribes, I attempt to recreate their artistry through contemporary thought and materials. Medieval scribes illuminated manuscripts with gold leaf, probably because they had few other media: traditional practice required a certain spectrum of tempera pigments, distilled water, and egg yolk. 
Illuminating the Public
I believe that contemporary audiences at all levels of education and on both sides of the digital and socio-economic divides can benefit from the medieval treasures. Barriers, however, exist. How can we increase the visibility and usability of these resources? How can we make them relevant to the widest possible audience worldwide? These questions occupied me for over is a relic of bodily pain, desire, and death" (Camille, 1997, 259) Slavic manuscripts and early printed books give us an important part of the history of Christianity. When I first encountered Bulgarian medieval manuscripts at the HACI, they reminded me of orphans. Poor and torn clothes concealed human dignity, creativity, and responsibility before God and future generations. Now, I perceive these orphans to be giants of the human spirit. They represent the sufferings of marginalized people during a truly unfortunate time. We owe so much to the scribes who wrote those manuscripts and marginalia, and we owe to our children the legacy of their ancestors who wrote each line in blood and tears.
Manuscript arts of calligraphy and illumination truly are relevant to contemporary audiences. Soaked in popular culture, stuffed with junk food, and burdened by kitsch, people have lost that important link to the past that nurtures the soul. People need beauty, meaning, and spiritual value in their lives, provided by objects that represent sacrifice. With drops of blood, sweat, tears, and wax on their pages, the manuscripts speak volumes about history and suffering.
We MUST spread that tradition to this generation and pass it on to the next by preserving and providing access to artifacts, but we also must encourage others to reinterpret the artifacts artistically and make them relevant to our times and needs.
During the last twelve years, layer by layer, discoveries revealed to me the essence of Slavic manuscripts. As a librarian, I learned to preserve these treasures from the dust and damage of time and to provide access via the Web. As a scholar, I learned to appreciate their literary and historical dimensions. Now, as an artist and a scribe, I struggle to follow the ancient practices and translate them for contemporary audiences. My discoveries might appear quite modest to you. They changed my life, however, and I hope they will illuminate yours. 
